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ABSTRACT 
 
WINAHYU WIDHO SARI. The Influence of Voodoo Belief on Zarite’s Survival 
from Slavery in Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea. Yogyakarta: Department of 
English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Sanata Dharma University, 2014. 
 During the eighteen century, Haiti was fulfilled by the slaves who had been 
kidnaped from Africa. They do not have anything to survive in the slavery, however, 
they spread their belief from Africa that gives them the power for their survival. 
Through voodoo belief they have a hope to get better life.One of the literary works 
revealing the influence of the voodoo belief toward Haitian slave is Island Beneath 
the Sea by Isabel Allende. 
 There are two problem formulations which are discussed in this thesis. The first 
one is how Zarite describes as a slave in Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea,and the 
second is how voodoo belief influences Zarite’s survival during slavery.  
 The approach that is applied in this study is socio- cultural historical approach. To 
support in analyzing this study, the writer uses the theory of character and 
characterization, the theory of culture and some review of slavery in Haiti and Haitian 
Voodoo belief. In writing the analysis, the writer uses the method of library research. 
The primary source of this thesis is Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea, and other 
sources are taken frombooks, and also the previous undergraduate theses and internet. 
 Zarite is the main character who is described and examined in this study. She is a 
mullata who becomes a slave since her childhood. She experiences so many 
oppression physically or mentaly. She also experiences sexual abuse from her master. 
She is very faithful in voodoo belief and through its belief she can survive in her 
misery. Voodoo gives some power and encouragement to her to survive in the 
slavery. She believes that she is protected and helped by the Loa, the spirits that is 
believed as the human protector. Her fears are reduced because she learns and knows 
that voodoo can save her life from the danger in slavery.  She also finds some 
happiness and freedom when she dances in voodoo ritual.  
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ABSTRAK 
 
WINAHYU WIDHO SARI. The Influence of Voodoo Belief on Zarite’s Survival 
from Slavery in Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea. Yogyakarta: Jurusan Sastra 
Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata Dharma, 2014. 
Selama abad ke delapan belas. Haiti dipenuhi dengan para budak yang dicuri 
dari Africa. Mereka tidak memiliki apa-apa untuk bertahan selama perbudakan, 
namun, mereka menyebarkan kepercayaan mereka yang mereka bawa dari Africa 
yang memeberi mereka kekuatan untuk bertahan. Melalui kepercayaan terhadap 
voodoo mereka memiliki sebuah harapan untuk memiliki hidup yang lebih baik. 
Salah satu karya satra yang mengungkap adanya sebuah pengaruh dari voodoo 
terhadap para budak di Haiti adalah karya sastra dari Isabel Allende yang berjudul 
Island Beneath the Sea. 
Ada dua rumasan masalah yang dibahas dalam skripsi ini. Rumusan masalah 
yang pertama adalah bagaimana Zarite digambarkan sebagai seorang budak dalam 
novel Island Beneath the Sea,karya Isabel Allende. Rumusan masalah yang ke dua 
adalah bagaimana kepercayaan voodoo mempengaruhi pertahanan diri Zarite selama 
masa perbudakan. 
 Pendekatan yang digunakan dalam skripsi ini adalah pendekatan sejarah sosial 
dan budaya. Untuk mendukung dalam menganalisis skripsi ini, penulis mengunakan 
teori tentang karakter dan karakterisasi, teori budaya dan beberapa pembahasan 
tentang perbudakan di Haiti dan kepercayaan voodoo di Haiti. Dalam menulis 
analisis, penulis menggunakan metode studi pustaka. Sumber utama dari skrips iini 
adalah, Island Beneath the Sea dan sumber- sumber lain diambil dari buku, dan juga 
skripsi-skripsi terdahulu dan internet. 
 
Zarite adalah tokoh utama yang digambarkan dan dibahas dalam skripsi ini. 
Dia adalah orang keturunan kulit hitam yang menjadi budak semenjak masa kanak-
kanaknya. Dia mengalami begitu banyak tekanan baik secara fisik maupun mental, 
dia juga mengalami kekerasan sexual dari tuannya. Dia sangat percaya terhadap 
voodoo dan melalui kepercayaan itu dia mampu bertahan dalam kesengsaraannya. 
Voodoo memberikan kekuatan dan semangat kepadanya untuk bertahan dalam 
perbudakan. Dia percaya bahwa dia dilindungi dan dibantu oleh Loa, roh yang 
dipercaya sebagai pelindung manusia. Ketakutannya berkurang karena dia memahami 
bahwa voodoo dapan menyelamatkan hidupnya dari bahaya. Dia juga menemukan 
kebahagiaan dan kebebasan ketika dia melakukan ritual dalam voodoo.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
 
In the history of human life, it is important for people to have interaction with 
others to survive and fulfill their needs. They must live together in one certain society 
to have interaction with other. Human society always has a culture which influences 
the life’s aspects of society and one of the aspects is their behavior. Within society, 
people create, learn and share the culture and therefore it grows up and continues 
through their descendants.  
Raymond Scupin, in his book, defines that culture, in anthropology, “As a 
share way of life that includes value, belief, and norms transmitted within a particular 
society from generation to generation” (2006: 47). This book also states that in the 
first professional anthropologist E.B. Tylor 'view, culture includes all human 
experiences such as knowledge, belief, arts, morals, law, custom, and any other 
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society (2006:47). 
According to Raymond Scupin, culture consists of two essential components, 
two basic components in culture are nonmaterial culture (values, beliefs, and norms) 
and material culture (clothing) (2006:66). As one of nonmaterial aspects, belief 
concerns with true or false assumption which more specific than values. Different 
society has different belief. One society produces certain belief that differentiates 
itself from the others. 
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Human being have certain culture from the process of learning through social 
interaction among the society. In his book, Scupin states, “the unique capacity for 
culture in human species depends on learning” (2006: 48). The process which human 
learn certain culture through social contact is called Enculturation. Scupin defines, 
“Enculturation is the process of social interaction through which people learn and 
acquire their culture” (2006: 48).  
In human experience, one of the aspects which influence human behavior is 
culture. People who live in the same family or culture will behave in similar ways and 
share similar beliefs. Walter J. Lonner and Roy, in the book, Psychology and Culture, 
state that there are two major  thrusts in life that shape behavioral tendencies which 
range from universality to uniqueness. The two major thrusts are cultural aspect and 
biological aspect. In general, cultural aspect can be called as nurture and biological 
givens can be called as nature (1994:91). 
The phenomenon that African culture is alive and widespread in the New 
World, especially in Latin America and Caribbean is a sign that culture is learned and 
shared from generation to generation. This African culture also gives great influence 
toward slave behavior, particularly in their survival from the oppression of the 
master. African culture is brought and widespread among slave societies in the era of 
slavery until this century. Even though the culture is far away from the original place, 
this culture can spread and live in African and Afro- American’s life in the New 
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World. The African slaves successfully adapt their traditional African culture to the 
new environment. 
Even though African culture is removed by the colony, slaves and other afro- 
Americans spread and contunue their culture well. They are able to adapt with the 
new environment, transmitted and modified their traditional culture to the new 
version but still reflect the African culture. All the African cultural perspective is 
reflected through the existence of the African folklore, language, music, and religion. 
Albert j. Raboteau, in his book , states this idea as below. 
In the New World slave control was based on the eradication of all forms of 
African culture because of their power to unify the slave and thus enable them 
to resist and rebels. Nevertheless, African beliefs and customs persisted and 
were transmitted by slaves to their descendants. Shaped and modified by anew 
environment, element s of African folklore, music, language and religion were 
transplanted in the New World by the African diaspora (1980: 4). 
 
 The presence of African culture plays important role in the African slaves’ 
life. The most important aspect of African culture is the African religion belief. 
Albert J. Raboteau in the same book also states that one of the most durable and 
adaptable constituents of the slave‘s culture was his religion. African systems of 
belief and fundamental perspective have remained vital on the Atlantic (1980:4). He 
also states the ritual of worshiping such santeria in Cuba and vaudou in Haiti show 
the vitality and durability of African religious perspective (1980: 16). 
In the history of the world, African slaves experience the oppression from the 
colony which is very hard and rude for them. Living in the slavery is not easy matter 
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to the slaves, it is primary because they are seen as non human, it means that the 
slaves do not have any human right. They are only the properties that belong to tthe 
master which can be used as they like, they are tortured both physically and mentally. 
Moreeover, slaves do not have any physical instrument to survive such as money, 
family and weapon. 
The slaves only have their body and their soul which from there their belief is 
keep and grows alive in the colonial land. However, African religious belief gives 
them power, encouragement, and support to survive in the oppressing time during 
slavery. They believe that the ancestor spirits and other spirits always protect and 
help them in every situation and it gives such a new hope for them to keep themselves 
alive. In the African religious perspective they believe that their live is closed related 
with the natural and supernatural power. They believe that the spirits of the deceased 
ancestors intervene in determine the fortune and misfortune in the present life. It can 
be said that their African belief is the slaves’ powerful weapon in the slavery. 
 According to Raboteau, the African people believe on the High God or the 
Supreme Creator of the world and they believe that the spirit of deceased ancestors 
will help them as mediators between man and God. Thus, they more concern in 
worshiping the deceased ancestors. The people from Dahomey tribe called the 
worshiping of the ancestors as vodun. This idea is state as below. 
 African refer to these spirits by various names the Ashanti know them as 
abosom; the Ewe-speaking Fon of Dahomey name them vodun; the Ibo 
worship them as alose; and the Yoruba call them orisha. It is this gods who 
govern the forces of the world and affect the affairs of men for good and ill. 
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The god may be benevolent or malevolent, as willful and arbitrary as humans. 
Therefore, people must maintain proper relations with them through dutiful 
praise, sacrifice, and obedience (1980:10) 
 African belief that they rely and trust to the ancestors’ help is reflected on the 
continuity of it in the New World. Even in Haiti, religion takes a great influence for 
the slave to rebel their master. According to Raboteau, even though it is incorrect to 
say that Haitian Independence War as a religious war, Sidney Mintz is right to say 
that Vaudou plays critical role in the slave resistance against the master (1980:26). He 
also states that religion is important aspect of the revolt. 
 Religion played a significant role in the early slave revolt led by  Macadal and 
Biassou. Under one rebel leader, Hyacinthe, fifteen thousand slaves went into 
battle, supported by the belief that their chief had the power to render bullets 
harmless and confident that if they died on the field they would return to 
Africa (1980:26) 
 
In her essay, Annis reviews that Island Beneath the Sea is a story about the 
mystical world that Haitian slave believe as their power and strength to conquer them 
from the fear. The mystical world that they believe is revealed by the voodoo ritual. It 
can be said  that the voodoo is the center of the power of Haitian slaves. This idea is 
reflected in the quotation below. 
To Haiti’s African slaves the "island beneath the sea" is a mystical 
otherworld. The ocean’s reflected surface represents a mirror dividing the 
parallel worlds of the living and the dead. It can be pierced by voodoo ritual to 
allow communication with the gods and the dead. Haiti was born in the late 
eighteenth century, a time of great social upheaval. In France the existing  
order was overthrown by violent revolution, echoed on its Caribbean 
possession, the island of Saint Dominigue, which would become Haiti. The 
island's wealth lay in sugar-plantations owned by Frenchmen and worked in 
horrific conditions by a seemingly endless supply of African slaves. Disease is 
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rampant. The very air seems filled with a miasma of fear and anguish. Slaves 
seek consolation in voodoo, their owners in rum and slave girls. (browsed on 
 19 march 2012) 
 
Therefore, Island Beneath the Sea which was written by Isabel Allende is a 
good example to find out the influence of voodoo as the reflection of African 
religious belief toward slave survival. Island Beneath the Sea shows clearly how the 
main character believes and trusts her life and her fate on this African religious belief 
which reflected in her characteristic especially in her survival during slavery. This 
novel takes the setting in 1770-1810 when there was the great revolution in Haiti, it 
also obviously shows the cultural and social condition when Haiti belongs to the 
French colony.  
 
B. Problem Formulation 
From the background of study above, the writer formulates two problems that 
must be answered. 
1. How is Zarite described in Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea? 
2. How do voodoo beliefs influence Zarite’ survival during slavery? 
 
C. Objective of the Research 
Based on the problem formulation that stated above, the study have two aims. 
The first aim is to see and describe how the character is characterized in the story. 
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The second aim is to see how voodoo beliefs contribute to give influence on 
character’s struggle. 
 
D. Definition of Terms 
1. Belief 
Raymond Scupin, in the book, Cultural anthropology: A Global Perspective 
(6th), states that belief  is one of  the components of nonmaterial culture that concern 
true or false assumptions, it places specific descriptions of the nature of the universe 
and humanity (2006: 51-54). 
2. Voodoo or  Vaudou 
According to Albert J. Raboteau, in his book Slave Religion, Voodoo or 
Vaudou can be summarized as a certain belief of worshiping the gods through rituals, 
originated from African culture and it reflects African religious perspective that is 
practiced by African slave descendants, particularly those who are brought in Haiti.  
Thus, the African religious perspectives continue in the new world and have come to 
be worshiped by Afro –Americans (1980:16). 
3. Slavery 
Paul E Lovejoy, in his book, The Ideology of Slave in Africa, slavery in the 
context of ideology can be summarized as a specific form of exploitation, had a 
number of characteristics which distinguish it from other. Slaves were property, as 
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individuals they were owned by masters. While they were also recognized as human 
beings, their fundamental characteristic was that they were commodities (1981:11). 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL RIVIEW 
A. Review of Related Studies 
There is another researcher who also chooses the influence on belief toward 
character behavior as the topic of the study. That thesis revealed how a certain 
cultural background of someone influences their way of thinking. The first related 
study is from the undergraduate thesis by Cecilia Meridiana, entitled “The Influence 
of Chinese Beliefs on Ying-Ying St Clair’s Behavior in Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck 
Club”. In this thesis, Meridiana revealed how Chinese cultural background influences 
the main character’s behavior.  
Meridiana analyzed the main character Ying- Ying St. Clair as a Chinese 
Mother who lived in San- Fransisco with her daughter. Meridian proved that Ying- 
Ying believes on Chinese Zodiac and Chinese Fengshui. In her thesis, Meridian 
stated that  
“ It can be seen in the novel how Ying-Ying uses her traditional chinese 
beliefs in order to save her daughter’s life even though she must look back to 
her bad experience in China” (2004: xii). 
 
The thesis from Meridiana has similarities with the writer’s research. This 
thesis uses the same topic of the study like what the writer do in this research. 
Meridian also uses socio- historical background as the approach. But, this thesis deals 
with the different object of the study, this thesis used Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club 
while this research uses Isabel Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea. Meridiana focused 
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on Chinese culture as the main belief which influence the character’s behavior 
whereas this research focuses on African cultural heritage as the main belief which 
influence the character’s behavior. 
 The second related study is from undergraduate thesis by Yusi Riyandari with 
entitled “The Influence of Islamic Culture seen in Firdaus’ Family Relationship in 
Saadawi’s Woman at Point Zero”. In her thesis, the writer reveals how the values in 
the Islamic Culture influence the relationship in one’s family. The way of the 
relationship in the family must be shaped by the way of the member of the family 
thought. In her thesis, Riyandari shows the  relationship in a Moslem  family through 
the characteristics of the character in this novel and she also reveals the background 
of the social condition which take the setting on Cairo in the era of westernization  
that cause the many problem in the Moslem Society.  The Islamic cultural 
perspectives toward a marriage help the members of the family solve the problem in 
the marriage and family.  
Furthermore, in Woman at Point Zero, Saadawi creates a character of Firdaus, 
who becomes the portrait of the society of this era. In this study, the setting, 
the society, and the way of the characters deal with the problems will be 
analyzed using Islamic Perspective. It is used because Saadawi directly tries 
to insert the value of Islam in this novel  especially in the appearance of the 
problems. In addition, an Islamic teaching is interesting to be discuss because 
islam has the power to control and direct the Moslems Islam is not only a 
religion but also a medicine. It will save the Moslems from grief at this world 
and the next (2009: 2). 
 
The thesis from Riyandari has similarities with the writer’s research. This 
thesis uses the similar topic of the study as what the writer reveals in this research. 
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Similar with this research, Riyandari analyzes that culture in a certain society will 
influence someone‘s way of thinking within the society. Riyandari also uses socio- 
historical background as the approach. But, this thesis deals with the different object 
of the study, her thesis used Saadawi’s Woman at Point Zero which focuses on the 
influence of the Islamic perspective, while this research uses Isabel Allende’s Island 
Beneath the Sea to focus on African cultural heritage as the main belief which 
influence the character’s behavior. 
 
B. Review of Related Theories 
 
1. Theory of Characters and Characterization 
The theory used to analyze the problem in this thesis is the theory of character 
and characterization. This theory helps the writer to determine the characteristics of 
the major characters. Robert and Jacobs, in his book explain characters as description 
of certain object that reveals certain attitude, feeling, and utterance. Robert and 
Jacobs state as below. 
Character in literature generally, and fiction specifically, is an extended verbal 
representation of a human being, the inner self that determines thought, 
speech, and behavior. Through dialogue, action, and commentary, authors 
capture some of the interactions of character and circumstance (1987: 119). 
 
Robert and Jacobs also describe there are two types of character which are 
called by E.M Forster (Aspect of the Novel), as round and flat. Round characters are 
usually the major figures in a story. They have many realistic traits and are 
reasonably fully developed by the author. For this reason they are often given the 
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named hero. Because many major characters are anything but heroic, it is probably 
the best to use the more descriptive term, which we have introduce before, 
protagonist. Protagonist is central to the action, moving against an antagonist, and 
usually exhibits the human attribute we expect of rounded character (1987: 120-121). 
M.H Abrams says that a distinction is frequently made by the alternative 
methods in “characterizing“, the person in narrative are showing and telling. In telling 
the author presents his character talking and acting then the readers infer what the 
motives behind what they say and do (1981: 21).  
According to Murphy there is nine ways in which the author attempts to make 
his characters  more comprehensible and come more alive for the readers 
a. Personal description 
Personal description helps the reader both to interprate the characters and to 
understand them. The author gives personal appearence by describing character’s 
physical appearance directly, such as face, skin, and clothing, etc. 
b. Character as seen by another 
The author uses other characters’ eyes and opinion to help the reader draw the 
description of the characters. It can be seen through the other’s character’s dialogue 
and action that refer to the characterThe readers also can use their point of view to 
describe certain character. 
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c. Speech 
The author gives the readers an insight into the character in the work through 
what a person says. The author gives some clues through the speech of the character. 
It can be seen whenever a person speaks, whenever he has conversation with other , 
and whenever he put an opinion.  
d. Past life 
The author give a clue to reader in the character’s past life, so the reader can 
shape personal’s character through the past event. The author gives the readers a clue 
to events that helped a person characterization. This can be done by direct comment 
by the author and through a person’s thought, his conversation or the medium of 
another person. 
e. Conversation of others 
The author reveals the character of person by the conversations of other 
characters and by the things that they say about the character. The author says the 
reader offen obtain more information the conversation of the other characters and the 
things they say about the character who is spoken.  
f. Reaction 
The author explains that knowing the person’s reaction toward various situation and 
events also give the infornation about the person’s chracteristics.  
g. Direct comment 
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The characterization of character can be done by the author direct description 
or direct comment on the character.   
h. Thought 
The author gives a direct description of the characters’ though, however the 
reader is needed to analyzed the way of thinking of the character. 
i. mannerism   
Through the description of character mannerism, habits or idiosyncrasies, the 
author can reveal something about character (1972: 161- 173). 
 
2.  Theory of Culture and Belief 
Havilland explains that the British anthropologist, Sir Edward Burnett Tylor, 
in 1871 defines that culture is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, 
art, law, morals, custom, and any others capabilities that acquired by human in the 
society. Other anthropologists, A.L. Kroeber and Clyde Kluckhohn define that culture 
the shared ideals, values, and beliefs that people use to interpret experience and 
generate behavior and that are reflected in their behavior. Therefore, in this book, he 
concludes that culture is the values, beliefs, and perceptions of the world shared by 
members of a society, that they uses to interpret experience and generate behavior 
and that are reflected in their behavior (2002: 34). 
Raymond Scupin states that contemporary anthropologist have stated that in 
culture there are two most basic components which are material and non-material 
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culture. Material culture consists of the physical products of human society such as 
weapons and cloths, whereas nonmaterial culture refers to the intangible product of 
human society such as values, beliefs, and norms (1959: 46). 
David Matsumoto and Linda define that human culture as unique meaning 
and information system, shared by a group and transmitted across generations, that 
allows the group to meet basic needs of survival, pursue happiness and well- being, 
and derived meaning of life. Human cultures exist first to enable us to meet basic 
need of survival. But more than that, human culture allows for complex social 
network and relationship. It allows us to enhance the meaning of normal, daily 
activities, it allows us to pursue happiness, etc (2008: 12). 
C. Review on Slavery in Haiti  and  Haitian Voodoo Belief (Perspective) 
1. Slavery in Haiti 
According to Paul E Lovejoy, slavery in the context of ideology can be 
summarized as a specific form of exploitation, has a number of characteristics which 
distinguish it from other. Slaves are property, as individuals they are owned by 
masters. While they are also recognized as human beings, their fundamental 
characteristic is that they are commodities. Slaves are completely at the disposal of 
their masters: the labor power of slaves could be used however desired; even their 
sexuality and, by extension, their reproductive capacities were not theirs by right 
(1981:11). 
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There are three aspects of in the slavery, which are the property element, the 
denial of freedom, and the manipulation of violence. Based on the three aspects 
above it can be concluded that slavery could function as an ongoing institution only 
when the contradictions inherent in the master-slave relationship are resolved on the 
ideological level (1981: 15). 
The slavery in Haiti has begun with the French expansion in Saint Dominique. 
Frenchmen brought the people from Africa to Saint Dominique as a slave. The 
African people are forced to work hard in the plantation. The Frenchmen oppress the 
African people as being a slave. This idea is reflected on Slavery in Dominican 
Republic. 
The French expanded their control of all of the west and introduced plantation 
sugar culture, importing large numbers of slaves. Vast fortunes were made. 
Saint Dominique (modern Haiti) became the most valuable Caribbean colony. 
While France and the planters benefited, the plantation system was brutal and 
the slaves were terribly treated. (browsed on 5 june 2012) 
 
In  Saint-Domingue, France begins to explore the land as an agricultural 
resource, and takes the benefits on exporting sugar, coffee, cotton, woods. Saint 
Domingue becames most important area of French territory”. In order to maintain the 
agricultural resource, France brings so many slaves from Western Africa. To get the 
benefits as much as possible and to press the outcomes to be more efficient, the slave 
system on Saint Domigue is unkind and worse. Plantation owners overwork their 
slaves and there are many slaves who are oppressed. From time to time the amount of 
slaves in Saint Domingue increases rapidly. Bob Corbett states as below. 
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The French colonial slave system was particularly brutal, worse that virtually 
any other place in the Western world. Slaves were routinely treated with great 
brutality and inhumanity. However, the French foolishly, for their own safety, 
allowed the number of slaves to grow without any concern and within a 100 
years of colonial rule had arrived at a very dangerous 10-1 ratio of free to 
slave population. In 1791 there were approximately 500,000 slaves and about 
50,000 free people. Some 30,000 of those free people were people of color, 
both black and mulatto (August 1999). 
 
In 1791 there is an Haitian slave revolution. There are  many Haitian slaves 
had united to make the movement against the French Colonization and the slaves 
started to show their power that can defeat the French-man. The spirit of rebellion 
grew up every day and brought them in crucial Revolution against Frenchmen. The 
Haitian slaves took an action against Frenchmen’s cruelty by destroying the 
plantation and by attacking the white inhabitant. This idea is reflected by Bob Corbett 
as below. 
The spirit of the French Revolution infected Haiti. Added to that the brutality 
of the French slave system and the huge number of slaves in relation to the 
free people and the stage was set for a lasting revolution. There had been 
many revolts of slaves and attempts and social change, but the final moment 
of French rule came in Aug. 1791 with an uprising which was more about the 
rights of free people of color than freedom for slaves (August 1999). 
 
 According to Benjamin Keen and Keith Kayness,in their book A history of 
Latin America, the most important result directly attributable to the French revolution 
is the slave revolt in the French part of Haiti under talented black and mulatto leader: 
Toussaint L’ Ouverture. In 1804, Toussaint proclaimed the independence of the new 
state of Haiti. Black revolutionaries had established the first liberated territory in 
Latin America, ending colonialism and slavery simultaneously (2008:160). 
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2. African Slave Belief  
There is a fundamental perspective in African belief which become the 
principle of the slave belief in the New World. From the fundamental perspective the 
slave share a common belief to the others and they preserve to their descendants.  
Albert J. Raboteau states the idea as below.   
However, similar modes of perception, shared basic principles, and common 
patterns of ritual were widespread among different West African religions. 
Beneath the diversity, enough fundamental similarity did exist to allow a 
general description of the religious heritage of African slaves, with 
supplementary information concerning particular peoples, such as the Akan, 
Ewe, Yoruba, Ibo and others, whose influences upon the religions of Afro- 
Americans have long been noted (1980: 7-8). 
 
Raboteau in his book states that it is clear that a large percentage of American 
slaves came from West Africa and from the Congo- Angola region. He describes in 
the traditional religion of west Africa, the power of the Gods and spirits was 
effectively present in the lives of men, for good or ill, on every level- environmental, 
individual, social, national, and cosmic. West african society shares some 
fundamental belief in seeing the relationship of the devine to the human, they believe 
in a number of immanent gods, to whom people must sacrifice in order to make life 
propitious, they have belief in the power of spirits animating things in nature to affect 
the welfare of people, they believe on priests and other who are expert in practice 
knowledge of the gods and spirits, believing in spirits possesion, in which gods, 
through their devotees spoke to men. All the points above describe the theological 
perspective of a wide range of West African people (1980: 11-12). 
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In the era of the slavery, as the impact of this enslavement Africans were torn 
away from their own social and cultural system that rules their life. Nevertheless 
Africans were able to preserve their culture and costoms because they were able to 
adapt and syncretism their culture to the new environment. Thus, the African culture 
can survive alive from generation to generation and the decendants of Africans, 
including American Africans, heritage the African culture from their ancestor in the 
New World. Albert J. Raboteau states the idea as below. 
African style of worship, forms of ritual, system of belief and fundamental 
perspective have remained vital on this side of the Atlantic, not because they 
were preserved in a “pure” orthodoxy but because they were transformed. 
Adaptability, based upon respect for spiritual power wherever it originated, 
accounted for the openness of African religions to syncretism with other 
religious traditions and for the continuity of a distinctively African religious 
consciousness. At least in some areas of the Americas, the gods of African 
continued to live- in exile (1980: 4). 
 
According to Raboteau, the African belief is exist and remained particularly in 
Latin America, the gods lived through  the belief and rituals of the slaves’ 
descendant, this african religious perspective is known as Condomble in brazil, 
Santeria in Cuba, Shango in Trinidad, and Vaudou in Haiti. All prove to vitality and 
durability of African religious perspectives. It should emphasized that it is the 
continuity of perspective that is significant, more so that the fact that the cults of 
particular African gods, such as Shango or Elegba, have been transmitted to the New 
Word. For new as well as old gods have come to be worshiped by Afro- Americans 
and have been perceived in traditionally African ways. The characteristic of Afro- 
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American cults in Brazil, Trinidad, Cuba and Haiti in worshiping of African gods by 
name and in ways is remarkably similar to forms of worship in Africa (1980: 16-18). 
According to Raboteau, African society believe in a High God or they called 
as Supreme Creator of the world and everything in it. This High God is often 
associated with the sky and they believe that the God is too exalted above them. 
Individual and communities occasionally pray to the High God, but they often doing 
sacrifation for the spirits and deceased Ancestor.  
It is these gods who govern the forces of the world and affect the affairs of 
men for good or ill. The Gods may be benevolent or malevolent, as willfull 
and arbitrary as humans. Therefore, people must maintain proper relations 
with them through dutiful praise, sacrifice, and obedience (1980:10). 
 
Raboteau also state that the African religious influence also manifested in 
ancestor worship. Veneration to the ancestors become more poignant for african 
slaves in the Americas because they feels more closely tie to the kin from whom they 
are taken. Ancestor worship appears in the Yam Festival in Haiti, the yams must be 
offered first to the dead and to those recently deceaded. Yoruba and Fon believe that 
there is a guardian spirits which they identify as an ancestor spirits reincarnated in 
descendant. They offer sacrifice to the guardian spirits to ensure the helpful and 
propitious development of the person’s destiny which the ancestor spirits has chosen 
before birth (1980: 31-32) 
John S. Mbiti reveals the prayers of African religion are addressed to the 
spiritual reality. God is placed as the Supreme Being, they approach God first and 
foremost as Father and Creator. As creator, God is asked in prayers to give weath, 
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offspring and health.Therefore people have a feeling of confidence toward God since 
he is their father. When people sacrifice or make offering to God, these acts serve, 
among other things, to express people’s gratitude to him, especially at harvest time, at 
the end of successful hunting, or in connection with the healing of the sick. They pray 
to him because of their conviction that he loves them. He heals the sick and saves or 
protects in time of danger and adversity. In African traditional life, people does not 
talk much about love, but they realizes love through the thing that they receive, and in 
this case God’s love is experienced through his creation and provision of life, rain, 
health, protection, etc. they pray to him (1975:6). 
 
3.         Haitian Voodoo Perspective  
Haitian Voodoo is one of the cults of African religious belief which 
widespread in Haiti by the African slaves. Voodoo get much predominant influences 
from the Dahomean culture but it also get influence from other African nations.  
Haitian voodoo belief reflects African religious perspective through ritual of 
worshiping gods in traditionally African way.  
 Albert J. Raboteau states the idea Voodoo are much influenced by Dahomey 
society which widespread in Saint Domigue by African Slave. Among the slaves of 
Saint Domingue, voodoo devided into two devisions, rada or Arada in Dahomey and 
Petro. In rada the rites to the Gods are influenced by the Dahomean culture. Haitian 
voodoo devotees believe in gran – Met or the Supreme Being and loas (gods) who 
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relate actively to human affair. Possession by the loa or mystere is the important 
aspect of voodoo ritual in Haiti as in others area in the Carribean. When the devotees 
are possesed by the loa, the loa is located in the head and it is called mait tete and 
individual usually gets the mait tete by inheriting him from his family. A priest or 
hougan must identifies and establishes “Baptism” in rite or it is called lave tete. Each 
loa has a character manifested by the behavior of the possessed housi, and within a 
given area this behavior is so standardized that the loa is recognizable (1980: 27). 
 According National Geographic News,  The origins of voodoo are 
unknown exactly, however  it is  generally agreed that the root of voodoo belief 
comes from West Africa, specifically the placed is known as Dahomey and voodoo 
means "spirit" in the local language (October 21, 2002 ). 
Bob Corbett, in his website states that voodoo is the dominant religion in 
Haiti. Voodoo recognizes one God as supreme god or usually called as Papa Bondy. 
However, there are lots of spirits or deities called loas which act as intermediaries 
between humans and God. Lwa or loa interact with the people of earth. They come to 
people in trance and during religious ceremonies and they give messages, and even 
cause various good and bad things to happen to people. Besides believing to the loa, 
voodoo belief also recognize ancestors’ spirits. Voodoo also recognizes ti-bon-ange 
or little good angel. In western term,  it is similar to the conscience and  gros-bon-
ange or big good angel. In the western term, it is similar to the soul of person (March 
1988). 
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According to Bob Corbett, voodoo has a special goddess or loa which is 
called Erzulie, she is known as the loa of beauty, loa of ideal dreams, hopes and 
aspirations and she is the most lovely loa of all. In voodoo belief she is describe as 
the most graceful loa. She is often closely associated with Virgin Mary and 
symbolized as a heart. (1990) 
According to Raboteau, in the same book, in voodoo belief there is priest and 
devotees who are active in their service to the loas. The priest is usually an skilled 
diviners and herbalist. The devotees in voodoo which is influenced by Dahomean 
culture is called vodunsi, or wife of the vodun. The devotees have became mediums 
of their gods and upon the occaesion of a ritual ceremony they may become 
possessed. The vodunsi dance out in mime the character of a god, becoming for a 
time the God’s mouthpiece. When the devotees experience the ecstatic trance they are 
known as “the horse of the god” or the owner of the god, or “the one mounted by the 
god” they reveal ecstatic behavior. The identity of the god can be seen from the dance 
and demeanor of the possesed devotee (1980: 10). 
In voodoo the core of ritual is formed around sacrifice, praise, drumming, 
singing, and possesing to the loas. Sacrifice and praise are offered to the loas to 
ensure their favor and blessing. Albert J. Raboteau states the idea as below. 
Religious belief are carried into action through ritual. Closely interwoven with 
the ritual experience of West African peoples is the vibrant pattern of music. 
Dancing, drumming, and singing play a constant and integral part in the 
worship of the gods and the ancestors. Among Yoruba and the Fon, the Orisha 
and Vodun are called to take possession of their devotees by the songs and the 
drumming of the cult group, each of the gods having his or her own songs and 
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rhythms. When “mounted” by their gods, the devotees dance to the 
accompaniment of songs and music the distinctive steps revelatory of their 
gods  (1980:15). 
As the other African religion in carribean, haitian voodoo also has the openess 
to the syncretism with catholicism. Albert J. Raboteau reveals the idea as below. 
As anthropologist Michel Laguerre has pointed out in reference to Haitian 
vaudou, syncretism between Catholicism and Afro- American cults has 
largely been a syncretism of material and magic. Blessed objects ( candles, 
pictures, holy water), gestures, and prayers have been apropriated from 
Catholicism for use in the cults because they are believed to posses magical 
power (1980:25). 
  
 
3. Theoretical Framework 
 The major concern of this research is to find out the influence of voodoo 
belief toward someone’s survival in slavery. Therefore, in this research, writer uses 
theory of character and characterization to analyze the characteristic of the major 
characters, Zarite in Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea. Since this research focuses on 
the influence of cultural aspect toward character’s behavior, the writer uses the theory 
of culture to be more undestand in analyzing character’s way of thinking and to find 
the cultural aspect which influence people behavior.  
 Since the slaves oppression is influenced by the slavery, it is necessary to give 
review on slavery in Haiti. To be more understanding in analysing the influence of 
voodoo belief toward the slave’s survival, the writer also uses the review of African 
Belief and the review on Haitian Voodoo Belief 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
A. Object of the Study 
 The object of the study is a New York Times Best Seller novel entitles Island 
Benaeth the Sea which was written by Isabel Allende. It consists of 475 pages. This 
novel is published by Harper Collins Publishers and it uses the International edition 
with the copyright in 2010. Isabel Allende is the Author of nine novels which all of 
them were New York Times bestsellers. The author is born Peru and raised in Chile, 
now she lives in California. In 2004 she was inducted into the American Academy of 
Arts and Letters. This story takes the setting on Saint Domingoe (Haiti) as and 
Louisiana when those belong to French colonization areas during the time of slavery 
in 1770-1810. 
 Island Beneath the Sea tells the story about the survival of a slave, namely 
Zarite, a mullata who experienced oppression, harassment and abuse in her life. The 
novel reveals how she survives to live in the master’s oppression until finally she get 
her dream to be a free mullata. Her survival is much influenced by her faithfulness in 
voodoo, the slave religious belief in her society, Saint Domingoe (Haiti), that teach 
her to conquer her fear and to rely on the loa protection. From this religion, she learn 
there is always the protector who always help, look after and protect her life from all 
the danger including the white oppression and it arose her hope, reduce her fear, 
empower and encourage herself to survive in the hardship.  
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 Under the master authority, Zarite worked on either the plantation or the 
master’s house to overcome the domestic problem and moreover she had to pleasure 
the master sexual need. Becoming the slave of lone master who did not get the sexual 
pleasure from his wife, she experienced both mentally and physically abuse, 
especially sexual abuse. Not only working hard in the plantation and house, but she 
also had to fulfill the master sexual need as her obligation.  
Being a slave in Valmorain Family, she experienced many bitter and difficult 
moments that she had to pass in her life.  She had ever experienced of losing her son, 
the son belongs to the valmorain but to save his reputation, he hid the baby from the 
society. Other painful was that she had to saperate from her lover which prefered to 
escape to join the rebbels. She also spent the day with thinking and worried about her 
daughter. There was no day and night that she passed without worried about the 
daughter, she was not only responsible for ther own survival but for her daugter too.  
  In that condition what she could do was praying and hoping to the loa’s help, 
especialy Loa Erzulia, the goddess of love, dreams, hopes and aspirations. Erzulia is  
her protector to save and protect herself and her baby, and it always reduced her fear. 
Even though living the brutality and cruelty of the colony, she tried to survive 
throughout this misery because she found the healer of the pain in her voodoo belief 
which from which she felt that she got protection and companion, power, optimism, 
reenergize her persistence to seize her dream of being a free. 
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This novel also portraits social condition of slaves who lived in Saint 
Domingue or Haiti and later Cuba And Louisiana during eighteenth century when 
Saint Domingue became the French colony that cause the great  amount of African 
slaves were enslaved to fulfill the demand sugar plantation. In this novel the author 
weaves real and fictional character into a rich tapestry that gives the reader complete 
sense of this important time in the history. 
 
B. Approach of the Study 
According to Rohrberger and Samuel in analyzing a work of literature, the 
sociocultural – historical approach takes the civilization or cultural aspect in certain 
society as the main factor which influences a work of literature. This idea is state as 
below. 
Critics whose major interest is the sociocultural- historical approach insist that 
the only way to locate the real work is in reference to the civilization that 
produce it. They define civilization as the attitudes and actions of a specific 
group of people and point out that literature takes these attitudes and actions 
as its subject matter (1971:9). 
According to Rohrberger and Samuel, the socio cultural- historical approach 
states that the society and the civilization that really happen in the history is the basic 
of the literary work. This approach emphasizes that the literary work is reflection of 
the historical event because this approach believes that the literary work is not created 
by itself, it must be influenced by the event that happen in the history. The important 
point in this approach is state the truth in the text of the literary work. (1971:10) 
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This approach is chosen to analyze Island Beneath the sea because this story 
has strong relation with the factual events that had been happen in Haiti during 
seventeenth to eighteenth century when Haiti was the richest french colony in the 
New World. This approach is also suitable for this research because the socio-cultural 
and historical facts will help the writer to find out the influence of voodoo belief 
toward slave survival in Isabel allende’s Island Beneath the Sea. The experience and 
behavior of a slave namely Zarite toward the master’s oppression in Allende’s Island 
Beneath the Sea become the representation of the life of slaves in Haiti who feel the 
hardship because the oppression of the masters. And then, the zarite’s behavior 
toward Voodoo belief  in the novel reflects the Haitian slaves belief toward Voodoo 
belief. Allende also shows and describes the portrayal of slaves’ life and culture 
condition which widespread in Saint Domigue and Lousiana under the oppresion of 
French colony. All the reasons above state how and why this approach is suitable for 
this study. 
C. Method of the Study 
The method used in this research was library research. There were two kinds 
of sources. The primary source of this research was Isabel Allende’s Island Beneath 
the Sea. The secondary sources consist of books of literary theories, books of culture 
and books of African belief. Some related articles to this research were also taken 
from the internet. 
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The first step of the research was the writer read the novel Island Beneath the 
Sea by Isabel Allende as the main source from the beginning until the end of the 
story. The writer collected the important data from the novel to be analyzed deeply. 
Then, the second step, the writer stated the appropriated topic with the story in the 
novel and found out the sources that related to the topic. The related sources were 
helpful to answer the problems that were revealed in the problem formulations. 
To answer the first problem, the writer would examine Zarite’s characteristics 
using theory of character and characterization. After that, The second problem about 
the influence of voodoo belief toward Zarite’s survival would be analyzed using 
theory of culture and using some reviews about slavery in Haiti, African slaves belief 
and Haitian voodoo belief. Then, the writer tried to relate between the first problem 
and the second problem. Then the last step. The writer made the conclusion from both 
problem formulation. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS 
In this chapter the analysis is divided into two parts. The first part discusses 
the characteristics of Zarite. The second part reveals how voodoo belief’s influences 
on Zarite’ survival during slavery. 
Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea is a portrayal of historical event of African 
slaves’ life under the oppression of French colony in the era of slavery. It reveals both 
the personal experience of slaves and social cultural condition in Haiti and later in 
Louisiana in the era of slavery during 1770-1810.  
The idea of Zarite’s experience as a slave becomes the representation of the 
slaves society during the era of slavery in Haiti. This idea is supported by the other 
slaves in Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea. they have the similar experience toward 
the oppression from the white master, they have the same idea of belief on voodoo 
that shared among the slave community and they also have the same desire to be a 
free person. However,  Zarite has particular characteristic in the way she survives 
herself from the master’s oppression and master’s abuse in the slavery.  
Voodoo belief and African culture in this novel has significant role in building 
the character’s characteristics. As the descendant of African and as a slave who grow 
up in the slave society, Zarite behavior is influenced by African Culture which is 
preserved in Haiti. As the writer mentioned in previous chapter two that culture is the 
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shared idea, values, and belief that people use to interpret experience and generate 
behavior and that are reflected in their behavior. The most significant of African 
culture that influences Zarite behavior is her belief on voodoo belief.  
A. The Description of Zarite as a Slave 
Zarite or usually called as Tete, she is a mullata who is born from the African 
woman and a white man. She became a slave since herchildhood, she experienced the 
oppression of white men since her childhood and she was very excited to taste of 
freedom since her childhood . She was brought to a French woman, Madame 
Delphine and was looked after by other African slave namely Honore who also 
dreamed a freedom, “He dreamed of owning a peace of land, of raising a pair of 
animals and planting his vegetables as his family did in Dahomey” (2010: 40). For 
Zarite Honore was her grandfather and also her mother, “he was the only mother I 
ever knew” (2010: 40), who taught and looked after her in her childhood, “Honore 
looked after me in my early years, until his bones were knotted like dry branches, and 
then it was my turn to look after him” (2010: 40). They were owned and lived under 
the authority of a French woman, namely Madam Delphine as her slaves. 
Madam Delphine had only two slaves: Honore, an old man who performed all 
the chores, including those in the kitchen, whom she had bought very cheaply 
because his bones were twisted, and Zarite- Tete- a little mulatta who came 
into her hands when she was only a few weeks old and had cost her nothing 
(2010: 34). 
 
Since her childhood she had already become a slave. She was taught to behave 
as what other slaves must behave such as obedience and silence. She was clever and 
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she follows and obeyed the rules well. The narrator describes it directly to the reader 
as below. 
Tete had learned early on the advantage of silence and carried out orders with 
a vacant expression, giving no sign of understanding what was happening 
around her, but Violette suspected she was much cleverer than could be seen 
at first glance (2010:34). 
 
A slave is always seen as the master’s property. The master always feels free 
to sell or buy the slaves as they want. Zarite was bought as a personal maid for the 
wife of Toulose Valmorain, a French man, who owns the sugar plantation in Saint 
Domingue, “Zarite was nearly nine when Violette bought her from Madame 
Delphine” (2010: 33). 
In Haiti, slaves always have desire to be free, some of them run aways from 
the master’s house. Zarite is clever and does all the tasks in good order, “I learned 
quickly. Mademoiselle told me I am clever, and she never beat me” (2010: 40). Even 
thought she manages all the tasks well to pleasure the master and she knows how to 
behave as a slave, she wants the thing that every slave wants which becomes the most 
precious thing in slavery. It is their freedom.  
She followed Violette like a dog, devouring her with her eyes as she 
nourished in the secret depths of her heart the impossible desire to be like her, 
as beautiful and elegant as she, but more than anything, free.”(2010:38). 
 
In Haiti, most of the slaves could not accept their fate as a slave, they always 
try to survive and struggle to get their right as a human. This condition is described 
obviously in Allende’s Island beneath the Sea. In this novel, it is clearly described 
that every slave needs a freedom and they must fight for that freedom. In Saint- 
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Domingue, most of the slaves always try to escape from the master’s house in order 
to get freedom. They call the slaves who run to the mountain and join to the 
rebbellion as marrons, “we slaves knew that there were maroons in the mountains, but 
we did not know that beyond the first peaks were many more, so many they can’t be 
counted” (2010:40).  They never accept their fate to be oppressed, They always mke 
some effort to find the better life, they try to escape and rebbel and attack the white 
men. this is proven as in the quotation below. 
Entienne Relais insisted, setting his cup on a little table. “ the situation in Saint- 
Domingue is different from that in other colonies. Here the slaves have never 
accepted their fate, they have risen up again and again for almost century; there 
are tens of thousands of Maroons in the mountains. And at the present we have 
half a million slaves. They know that the republic abolished slavery in France, 
and they are ready to fight to obtain the same here. The merechaussee will not 
be able to control them’’ (2010: 155) 
 
When she was a child, Little Zarite also had the same desire for being free and 
tried to do the same thing, she wanted to escape from the master’s house because her 
need to be free. she tried to escape from Violette’s house and wanted to join other 
slaves who run away to the mountain to set the rebellion toward the white man.  
I burst into a run and left behind the last houses in Le Cap. That day i walked 
without stopping, even though my feet were bleeding and i was sweating, 
thinking of the negro hunters of the marechaussee. The sun was high overhead 
hen I entered the jungle (2010:41). 
However, she was too fragile to run to the mountain she finally decided to 
return to the Violette’s house, “I spent the day walking, walking, asking and asking, 
until i reached the place Clugny. I went up to Mademoiselle’s apartment so hungry 
and tired..” (2010:41). Because of escaping, she got the punishment from Violette. 
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She tried to explain her reason why she escape, she told, ” I want to be free like you”  
(2010:42). 
Zarite was prepared to become a slave for Valmorain Family. She was 
brought to serve as a personal maid of Valmorain’s wife, Euginia de Solar, when she 
came to Saint Domingue as a Valmorain’s wife, who suffered a strange illness. She 
grows up as a slave who is beautiful and attractive when she lives in  the Valmorain’s 
authority. 
She was a slim young woman with prominent cheekbones and elongated eyes 
with sleepy eyelids and golden irises; she had a natural grace, and precise and 
fluid movement. (2010:86) 
 
She is a good servant and as the personal maid of Valmorain’s wife, she has to 
fulfill and prepare all Eugenia’s need, she nursed Eugenia who suffered a strange 
illness, accompany her when she was terrified with demons and she has to be able 
anytime when Eugenia needs her.  
I took off her clothes and brought her the chamber pot; I washed her with a 
wet cloth, I powdered her with camphor to ward off mosquitoes, I bathed her 
face and hands with mil, I took the pins from her hair and brushed the chestnut 
hair one hundred times, while she sat there wearing a lost expression 
(2010:57).  
 
Dr. Parmentier, the personal doctor of  Valmorain family, also said that she is 
a good nurse when he has conversation with Zarite talking about Eugenia’s illness, he 
said, “You are a good nurse, Tete, but, do not treat your mistress like an invalid, she 
has to learn to take care of herself” (2010:94). 
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She is also able to manage the domestic tasks well and she teaches other 
slaves to do properly the tasks about all domestic problems, including the tasks of 
nursing the Eugenia. She takes attention in all the task, she measures everything in 
the house is in well condition.  
Tete mananged the domestic slaves with geniality and firmness, minimizing 
problems in order to prevent the master’s intervention. Her slim figure, in a 
dark skirt and percale blouse, a starched tignon on her head, keys clinking at 
her waist and Maurice riding her hip or clinging to her skirts as he learned to 
walk, seemed to be everywhere at once. Nothing escaped her attention, neither 
instructions for the kitchen or bleaching the clothing, not the stitches of the 
seamstresses or the urgent needs of the master or child. She knew how to 
delegate and was able to train a female slave who no longer worked in the 
cane fields to help her with Eugenia and free her from sleeping in the ill 
woman’s room (2010: 102).  
 
The description of Zarite is identified into five points; 1) motherly, 2) inferior, 
3) faithful in voodoo belief, 4) persistent. These fours points of description are related 
to the second problem formulation. From the description of Zarite’s characteristics, 
the writer can reveal Zarite’s experience to be oppressed as a slave and her faith 
toward voodoo belief that can arise her power, optimistism and confidence which 
influence her to always survive.   
1. Motherly  
Zarite is motherly. She looks after the master’s baby, Maurice, with 
gentleness and with love. Through the narration she conveys, “I was absolutely sure 
that it would be up to me to love his child as if it were my own” (2010: 90). She 
really cared everything about Maurice. She did not allow other slaves replace her 
portion to look after Maurice,” The one thing Tete did not delegate was Maurice’s 
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care” (2010: 102). She gives Maurice the affection that he need as a baby, “She gave 
Maurice everything Eugenia could not: stories, songs, laughs, kisses, and from time 
to time a swat to make him obey” (2010: 102). 
The writer analyses more deeply that zarite is motherly from her love toward 
her daughter, Rossete, to whom she is willing to sacrifice her own need to escape, 
join with the rebbel and live together with her lover, gambo. For Zarite, rossete’s 
safety is more important, she refuse her chance to escape from the master’s hause and 
she rejects gambo’s invitation to join with the other slaves in rebbelion. Even though 
it is the last chance before the platation will be attacked by the rebbel. It is because 
she know that join with  the escaped slaves in the rebbel is not good idea for rossete, 
because rossete are quadron. Zarite is afraid that the rebbel slaves will torture and 
refuse rossete because her blood.   
“ I can’t leave the children Gambo,” she told him. 
“ We will take my son with us.” 
“ She is a girl, her name is Rossete, and she isn’t your daughter, she is the 
daughter of the maitre.” 
“ We can’t take Maurice because he’s white, nor rossete, for she is too small 
to survive hardship,” Tete expalined (2010: 179).  
 
The writer also proves her love to rossete and her sacrifice for rossete’s safety 
through the narration as below. 
The youth pushed her away, incredulous. She had to repeat it twice for him to 
comprehend the firmness of that decision, the only possible one, because 
among the rebels rossete would be miserable, light-skinned, quadroon, 
rejected, hungry,exposed to the hazards of the revolution, whereas with 
Valmorain she would be safer. She explained to Gambo that she could not 
leave the children but he did not listen to her argument; all he heard was that 
Zarite preffered the white man (2010: 191). 
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2. Inferior 
For a slave, being inferior not only mean as having less power but have no 
power at all. The inferiority as a slave is seen from the masters’ perspective that see 
them as a property which do not have right as a human being. She does not have the 
right to ask, always follows what the master says, she has to always follow the 
master’s rule in the master house, “By order of her maitre, who did not tolerate 
hearing Maurice parler neg, speak like the black, Tete always spoke French in the 
house” (2010: 103). The writer reveals that Zarite is inferior from how Zarite is fear 
and powerless to reject her master when he forces Zarite to have a sexual intercourse 
with him. 
Tete had learned to let herself be used with passivity of a sheep, her body 
loose, not offering any resistance, while her mind and soul flew elsewhere; 
that way her master finished quickly and then fell into the sleep of 
death.....Valmorain never wondered what she felt in those encounters, just as 
it would never have occured to him to ask what his horse felt when he rode it 
(2010: 105). 
 
 From the quotation below the writer can reveal that seen as a property, 
Zarite’s feeling, health and physical condition is always ignored by the master. In her 
pregnancy she has to work hard everyday and even when she is pregnant she is still 
forced to please and satisfy his sexual need without considering Zarite’s condition. 
However, she does not have any bravery to refuse it because she is fear and she is 
afraid that refusing the master need will only make her in the worse condition. 
Tete’s pregnancy went by without any changes; she kept working from 
sunrise to sunset as always, and went to her master’s bed every time he 
wished, to do it like dogs once her belly became obstacle. Tete cursed him in 
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her heart, but she also afraid he would replace her with another slave and sell 
her to cambray, the worst fate imaginable (2010: 131).  
Zarite has to live under the authority of Valmorain and she even loses her 
individual right as human such as sleep. In the night when it was actually the time to 
rest, valmorain kept zarite to pleasure him, she had to  fulfill what he needed even 
though zarite was so tired.   
Valmorain had established the habit of having Tete keep him company after 
dinner, a further obligation added to the many he imposed on her. At that hour 
all she wanted was lie down, curled up beside Maurice, and sleep.she could 
barely endure her always hot, exausted, sweating body, with the pressure of 
the creature on her bones, the pain in her back, the hard breasts with burning 
nipples (2010: 132). 
 
Zarite’s powerless is also seen when she lose her first baby with Valmorain. 
To keep the Honour and to keep the secret from his wife, Valmorain wanted to vanish 
the baby from the house. When the master took her first bornbaby from Zarite, she 
did not have anything to save her baby. She can not do anyhing to save the baby, 
even the master forbid her to see the baby.  
the maitre had warned Tante Rose that I was not to see him, for that would 
make the seperation easier, but she let me hold him one moment before he 
carried him away (2010: 134). 
 
Zarite does not have a power to ask her right to have her own baby. Her 
opinion is always rejected by Valmorain even he always answer Zarite with 
exclamation tone.  When she asked Valmorain to bring back her son, her request was 
anwered with the anger and  tone.  
“If that is os, maitre, why not bring back my son?” 
“That would be very troublesome.” 
“Tell me if he is alive...” 
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“Of course he’s alive, woman! Your duty is to take care of Maurice. Do not 
mention that boy to me again...” (2010: 119). 
 
3. Faithful in Voodoo Belief 
Zarite’s life is closed with voodoo belief. She is introduced about voodoo 
belief by Honore, an old slave who look after Tete when she was in Madame 
Delphine’s house. Through the narration, she said, “Honore always talked to me 
about Guinea, about the loa, about voodoo,..”   and “He explained that in the tongue 
of his parents, voodoo means divine spirit. My doll represented Erzulie, the loa of 
love and maternity” (2010:40). 
She learned everything about voodoo since she was still a baby. She learned 
about the god and goddess who guide and help people, the drum and the dance which 
can erase people’s sorrow.  
And from the beginning, when he was still carrying me around in his arms, he 
took me to dances and voodoo services, where he marked the rhythm with his 
drum, the principle drum, for others to follow (2010:4). 
 
The voodoo belief is alive in Zarite’s heart and become the pricipal in her life. 
She really believes on voodoo. She believes about the the ancestor spirits who always 
looked after people. She believes about the power of the God and Goddess that in 
Haitian Voodoo Belief it is called as the loa. Zarite always trusts on the loa who 
always protect herself . When she was a child, she run from Viollete’s house in order 
to be free a person. She was a child but she dared to run away because she believe 
that she is protected by loa erzulie, who always accompany her whenever she go. 
When she run away, she took the doll of loa erzulia  that she believes it would protect 
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her in the journey. She said, “I also took my doll, which was sacred to me, like 
madame Delphine’s saints but more powerful, which is what Honore told me when he 
carved it for me” (2010: 40).  
She believes that the loa look after her life. She always asking in her prayer 
the protection from the loa. She always pray to the loa Erzulia , for herself loa erzulie 
is her protector, more over  when she is worried about the problems in her life, she 
always has  Loa Erzulie to help her. When she worried about Gambo’s life she ask to 
the Loa Erzulie, “Erzulie, loa of love, save him from all things bad, protect him.That 
was my supplication” (2010:112). When she tried to save Maurince and Rossete’s 
life, “Erzulie, mother loa, come to our aid” ( 2010: 184). She also asked protectetion 
for her daughter, rossete. “Erzulie , mother loa, look after this baby” (2010: 134). She 
held the ritual ceremony for rosette, to ask the loa’s blessing upon rossete, “I offered 
my daughter to Erzulie. I danced and danced, breasts heavy, arms lifted high, hips 
crazed, leg s independent of my thought, responding to the drum” (2010:136).  
She always prays and praises the Loa Erzulia and the doll of Loa Erzulie 
always accompany her. She believes that the doll has certain power to save her from 
the danger. The moment that Zarite always prayed to the Loa Erzulia is such as when 
she was afraid about her lover, Gambo, she prayed to the Loa Erzulia hoping that 
Gambo will be blessed by the loa. 
Watch over him for me, Erzulie, Loa of deepest waters, i would ask rubbing 
my doll, the one my grandfather Honore gave me and that was still my 
companion. Come, Erzulie, Mother , beloved. With your necklaces of pure 
gold, your cape of toucan feathers, your crown of flower, and your three rings, 
one for each husband.  Help us, loa of dreams and hopes. Protect him from 
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cambray, make him invisible to the master’s eyes, make him cautious before 
others but proud in my arms, quiet his African heart in the light of day so that 
he may survive, and instill courage in him by night so that he not lose his wish 
for freedom (2010:110). 
 
4. Persistent 
For a slave like Zarite freedom is the most precious dream that they always 
keep their heart. Even though zarite did not join to the rebbel slaves, it did not mean 
that she did not need a freedom anymore. She has the other way to reach her dream of 
freedom. She learned that society in Saint Domingou was chaos, there will be the 
great rebbelion which destroy the plantation and society. She knew that the white did 
not do anything because she believe that the slaves will be win the battle, “There was 
an army of hundreds of thousand of spirits fighting alongside the black, and that was 
why finally the whites were defeated.  
Everyone is in agreement about that, even the French soldiers, who felt the 
spirits’ fury. Maitre Valmorain, who did not believe in anything he did not 
understand, and as he understood very little believed in nothing, was also 
convinced that the dead aided the rebbels (2010: 157). 
Supported with the chaos condition that frightening the master. In the first 
time in her life zarite persistenly asked the freedom for her and for Rossete, she urged 
Valmorain to write legal letter of freedom for her and Rossete then she and Gambo 
will save Valmorain’s life rom the Slave rebellion.  
We are going to try to save you and Maurice, but the price will be my 
freedom, and Rosette’s, “I told him, enunciating every word very clearly so he 
would understand (2010: 182). 
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It is not easy to get the legalicy of the letter. Valmorain always has reason to 
refuse signing Zarite’s letter of freedom. However, She always tries to ask Valmorain 
even though it is so difficult and takes very long time for Valmorain to sign the letter. 
One day, when she had a chance to speak with him, she dared her self to remain 
Valmorain about her freedom although the result was not good. 
“ When will I be free, Monsieur? She asked, shrinking back in expectation of 
further beating, but he got up without touching her. 
“ you can’t be free. How would  you live? I support and protect you; with me, 
you and your daughter are safe (2010: 104). 
Zarite always remind the master about the freedom even though he always has 
reason to refuse or to postphone the legalicy of her letter. However, she never give up 
to always try.  
The master asked me the same thing when I mentioned my freedom again. “ 
Do you want your daughter to live in misery? A slave cannot be emancipated 
before she is thirty. You have six years to go, so don’t  bother me with this 
again!” (2010: 252). 
 
The master still refused to give legalicy to the letter and it made zarite live in 
the uncertainty condition. She still got the abusive treatment during that time but 
Zarite was not surrender to ask and remembered her master about her freedom. She is 
always persistant, “ As soon as I had a chance, I spoke with my master to remind him 
that I would be thirty that year and was due my freedom” (2010: 321). 
Zarite’s persistance makes she gets the freedom. Finally, Zarite found a help 
from Pere Antoine, the priest who helped zarite legalized her letter of freedom. He 
become a mediator between zarite and Valmorain. Valmorain can not avoid to sign 
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the letter anymore then finally because of her persistance to reach the freedom,  Zarite 
come to the judge and was legalized as a free person. She said, “I have waited thirty 
years for this moment, and when it comes, instead of dancing with joy I weep” (2010: 
342).  
In this first problem formulation it might be concluded as the description of 
Zarite’s characteristics that is revealed in this novel and as the description of the 
social condition of slaves in Haiti which is represented through Zarite’s 
characteristics and her experiences as a slave. all the characteristics that the writer 
mention in the first problem formulation are related to the influence of voodoo belief 
toward Zarite’s survival as a slave which will be discussed in the second problem 
formulation. All the characteristics above have certain contribution on how deep 
zarite believes on voodoo.  
 
B. The Influence of Voodoo Belief toward Zarite’s Survival as a Slave 
In this second problem formulation the writer analyzes on how voodoo belief 
gives the influences on Zarite in her survival as a slave. As the writer mentions in the 
first problem formulation that there is relation between first problem formulation and 
second problem formulation, the Zarite’s characteristics have an effect on how much 
Zarite believes on voodoo so that voodoo can give influences on her’survival.  
As she is described in problem formulation number one, being a slave make 
her become inferior. She is treated as a property and she does not have a right as 
human being. However, slaves do not have enough self- security  to refuse the 
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master’s oppression. They do not have family, money and guns. The slaves in Haiti 
only have their belief of voodoo that they keep in their soul as the power to survive 
because voodoo teachs to the slaves that the spirits and the ancestor will help them to 
face the danger. Therefore, as a slave who always being inferior, Zarite feels that 
voodoo belief is the source of power for her to survive in slavery. 
In the previous problem formulation it revealed that she is really faithful 
person. Her faith is voodoo, the belief from their ancestors, that she learns from the 
society since her childhood. Her strong faith on voodoo affects on how she trust her 
fate on voodoo. She really trust her fate on the blessing of the loa, through her prayer 
and ritual she always asks the protection for her self and for the people that she loves.  
In the first problem formulation, she is also described as a persistant person. 
This characteristic makes Zarite always has no doubt on voodoo and she always 
believes that voodoo always help the slaves to get freedom. She never gives up to ask 
to the loa even when she has to face the failure on many times.  
All the reasons above make voodoo belief  become so important in slaves’ life 
and therefore it is preserved well in Haiti. As the writer mentioned in chapter two 
before that culture is shared and learned from generation to generation. Haitian 
voodoo belief as a part of African Culture is preserved well in Haiti because the 
slaves teach this belief to their  generation. In Saint Domingue or Haiti, voodoo belief 
spread out through the slaves and it is continued and preserved from generation to 
generation.  
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Like the writer wrote in chapter two that David matsumoto and Linda Juang 
define that human culture as unique meaning and information system, shared by a 
group and transmitted across generations, that allows the group to meet basic needs of 
survival, pursue happiness and well- being, and derive meaning of life. In Allende’s 
Island Beneath the Sea, Allende decribes the portrayal of the slaves who always 
believe to the Loas and ask the help of the loas in order to survive and reach their 
dream of freedom.  
 As a part of culture, Belief became one instrument to survive in their daily 
life or in battle to get freedom. In Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea described the 
slaves in Haiti, altogether have a ceremony asking the protection from the Loas 
before they attacked the white men. “The meeting of the slaves in Bois Cayman 
occured in Mid- August, on a hot night wet from the sweat of men and of the earth” 
(2010: 157). They join together to unite the encouragement and have ritual of 
sacrifation to the loas. “The mambo, tante Rose, traced the veve around the sacred 
post with a mixture of four to feed the loas, and ash to honor the dead” (2010:160). 
They believe that the loas will mediate the slaves with the Supreme God, or they 
called as Papa Bondie.  
Boukman took the word to invoke the supreme god, Papa Bondye, and to ask 
that he lead them to victory.”Hear the voice of freedom that sings in our 
hearts!” he shouted, and slaves answered with a clamor that shook the island 
(2010:159).  
 
Zarite lives as a slave for more that fourty years old and during that time she 
lived in the hardship and difficult sitiation. She had to experiece so many brutalities, 
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abuses, and opressions from her master. However, like other slaves in Haiti, her 
faithfulness in voodoo belief gives a lot of influences in her survival. It influence her 
in facing and reacting all the burden as a slave. This belief empowers her to never 
surrender to zeize her freedom. Allende’s Island Beneath the Sea describe that in the 
end of the story, she is legalized as free woman and has a happy life with her family.  
In my forty years I, Zarite Sedella, have had better luck than other slaves. I am 
going to have a long life and my old age will be a time of contentment 
because my star- mi  z’ etoile- also shines when the night is cloudy.  
 
In this second problem formulation, the writer reveals that there are some 
influences from the voodoo belief that influences Zarite to survive in the slavery. All 
the influences below help zarite survive in the misery of slavery because those 
influences arise the hope and dream of Zarite to the freedom and better life. 
1. Voodoo Belief  as Her Protector and Helper  
As the writer mentioned before in the characteristics of Zarite, she is very 
faithful in voodoo belief. She believes about the existence of the loa that will protect 
the people in this world. She has a faith that the slaves are surrounded with the loas 
who always protect them and the loas will bless their life give safety in the slaves’ 
life like what the other slave, Honore, said to her. She believes that she is protected 
by the loa, especially Loa Erzulie. Like in the other religion such as Christian which 
belief that the cross of Jesus can protect its believer, she also believes that the doll of 
loa erzulie is also has the power to protect her life.  
Finally she kissed the cross on the rosary and put it into leather bag, flat an 
long as an envelope, she usually wore around her neck. It was her protection, 
as mine was my doll Erzulie (2012: 57). 
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She felt saved with the Loa’s protection. She always prayed and asked the 
protection from the Loa Erzulie, she believes through the prayers the loa will hear 
and give the protection to her. When zarite had a baby for the second time, she prayed 
to the loa, “Erzulie, Mother loa, look after this baby” (2010: 134). She and other 
slaves held the Voodoo Service, Kalenda, and Sacrifice an animal to offer rossete to 
be blessed by the loa with the hope that the Loa always prtect her life.  
...Tante rose held a true Rada service for Rossete. The maitre gave permission 
for a Kalenda and added a pair of goats to roast. So it was...Tante Rose 
sacrificed a hen. First she broke its wings and then tore off its head with her 
teeth, as it is supposed to be done. I offered my daughter to Erzulie 
(2010:136). 
 
 She always prays to the loa Erzulie to find the safey when she felt worried 
about her life because she believe that Erzulia is Loa of Mother and Love. She was 
really worried that she will be apart with her baby like what happen in the first time.  
If they also took this baby from me i would go mad, like Dona Eugenia. I tried 
not to think about it because that could make it happen, but a slave always 
lives with uncertainty. We cannot protect our children, or promise them that 
we will be with them when they need us (2010: 134). 
 
When she was worried about Gambo’s pain, she asked the protection for 
Gambo, “ Erzulie, loa of love, save him from all things bad, protect him. That was 
my supplication”(2010: 112).  
2. Voodoo Belief  as the Power to Reduces Her Fear  
Living as a slave who is always seen as the property of the master made 
Zarite’s life was always surrounded with the fear. She is always fear with the abusive 
and oppressed treatment from the master such as when the master forced her to 
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pleasure his sexual need. She was afraid to refuse her master need and let her body 
was used by the master.  
As he raped her in the guest room he could not tear that scene from his mind. 
He assaulted her again, penetrating her with fury, surprised by his own 
energy. She groaned, and he began to hit her with his fist, with the anger of 
jealousy and pleasure of revenge: “ yellow bitch! I am going to sell you, 
whore! Whore! And I will sell your daughter too. “ Tete closed her eyes and 
gave up, her body loose, not offering resistance or trying to avoid the blows, 
as her soul flew to a different place. Erzulie, Loa of desire, make him finish 
quickly (2010: 203) 
 However, her belief toward Voodoo gives her influence in facing her fear thus 
she can face the condition when the master did the sexual abuse toward her. This 
belief gives power to her to reduce her fear and she was able to let the bad moment go 
by seeing that when the master raped her it was only her body that he could touch, not 
her soul, “With my Maitre, my soul, my ti- bon- ange, let go and went flying 
elsewhere and only my corps- cadavre lay in the bed” (2010: 112).   
The fear is also reduced when she was in the Voodoo ritual. Through the 
Voodoo ritual, when she heared the drum and when she was dancing, the fear can be 
reduced replaced with certain feeling of encouragment from inside her body. “Music 
is a wind that blows away the years, memories, and fear, that crouching animal I 
carry inside me” (2010: 1). She felt fearless because she knew that her protection is 
come to her to give her power.  
The drums are conquer fear, the drums are the heritage of my mother, the 
strength of Guinea that is in my blood. No one can harm me when i am with 
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the drums, i become as overpowering as Erzulie, Loa of love, and swifter that 
the bullwhip (2010: 1).  
 
3. Voodoo Belief as Source of Happiness and Freedom 
Feelings of happy and free are so rarely and dificult to find in the slaves 
feeling. Their daily taks and burden activity, and the abusive treatment from the 
masters impossible to bring the happiness inside their heart.  The Drum of Voodoo 
Ritual are the healer for the sorrow of the slaves. When zarite heared the drum and 
danced in voodoo ritual she felt happy. She always remembered ther memory in her 
childhood when she felt happy in Voodoo Ritual. She remembered her memory in her 
childhood when she was dancing. Zarite felt that she was happy when she was 
moving.  
My first memory of happiness, when i was just a bony, runny-nosed, tangle- 
haired little girl, is moving to the sound of the drums, and that is also my most 
recent happiness, because last night  I was in the place congo, dancing and 
dancing, without a thought in my head, and today my body is warm and weary 
(2010:1). 
 
When she was child she had been taugh to feel the taste in dance, to feel free 
while her danced, to feel enjoy and happy. She was learned by other slave, Honore, to 
feel that in dancing their body is free and not possesed by white people, they have 
their own whole body and soul completed. In the dance they feel  completely being a 
human not the masters’property.  
Before I knew how to walk, he had me dance sitting down, and when i could 
just balance myself on two legs he invited me to lose myself in the music, the 
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way you do in a dream. “dance, dance, Zarite, the slave who dances is 
free....while he is dancing,” he told me. I have always danced (2010: 2)  
 
 For zarite, the ritual seems like a healer for her sorrow. Voodoo ritual is like 
the water when she was thisty, the food when she was hungry. She forgot all the 
burden in life when she was dancing. Thinking about her daughter life in the future 
and living in uncertainty made her always feel sorrow all the night, “One Wednesday, 
I came to the market with my eyes swollen from crying all night from thinking about 
rosette’s future” (2010: 276). Zarite felt that the drum became the remedy for her 
feeling which always feel sorrow. 
Rhythm is born on the island beneath the sea; it shakes the earth, it cuts 
through me like a lightning bold and rises toward the sky, carrying with it my 
sorrows so that Papa Bondye can chew them, swallow them, and leave me 
clean and happy (2010: 1) 
The desire to dance is always rise when zarite hear the sound of drum on 
Voodoo service. When she and the children went outdoors, she met with the group of 
society which held the voodoo service. 
 The children were hungry and she was weary, but when they went outdoors 
they heard drums, and she could not resist the call. From one little street to the 
next, they came upon a small plaza where a crowd had gathered, people of 
color dancing unconstrained to the sound of a band. 
 
Zarite started joined the group of color people to involve on the voodoo 
service. As usual, in the dance of voodoo sercive she always feels free and full of 
joyful.  
The rhythm rose in her from the soles of her bare feet to the knot of her 
tignon, the drums possessed her entire body with the same jubilation she had 
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felt making love with Gambo. She let go of the children’s hands and joined 
the joyful throng: the slave that dances is free as he dances, as Honore had 
taugh her (2010: 233) 
Based to the analysis in this part, the writer also reveals that there is circle 
relation between the characteristics of Zarite and the influences of voodoo in her’s 
survival as a slave, it means that they are related each other. The writer not only 
reveals that the characteristics of Zarite give contribution and affect on how she really 
belief on voodoo belief which determine her behavior toward voodoo but the writer 
also reveals that through the influences of voodoo belief, the characteristic of Zarite is 
affected. It is like a characteristic of  being persistant. Through voodoo belief, Zarite 
feels secured because she believes that loa always protect her, she also feels fearless 
to face the problem, and she feels happy and free in voodoo ritual. All these 
influences increase a hope and dream in Zarite’s life which strengten zarite to be 
more persistent. Zarite dares to have a hope and a dream, therefore she always persist 
to reach her hope and dream. Through the narration it is revealed that, “She heard 
Valmorain say that no revolt of slaves in history had triumphed, but she dared dream 
the opposite, and wonder what life would be like without slavery” (2010: 197). 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
 
From the analysis that is done in Chapter IV, there are two conclusions that 
can be drawn. The first conclusion is related to Zarite characteristics. In the first 
problem formulation, the writer finds that Zarite or Tete is characterized as 1. 
Motherly hearted, 2. Inferior, 3. Faithful in Voodoo Belief, 4.) Persistent.  Zarite is a 
mullata who became a slave since her childhood time. She is described as a good 
slave with motherly hearted, she looks after and gives so much affection to her 
daughter and the master’s son. Like the other slaves in Saint Domingue, Zarite needs 
a freedom. she wants to be a free person. However, Zarite does not prefer to join with 
another slaves who run away in the mountain because she does not want to be apart 
with the children. she loves her daughter and the master’s son and she thinks that join 
with the rebbels will harm the children’s safety. 
Even though live in Master’ house brings Zarite in the misery, she always 
tries to survive in her misery. She is described as a faithful person who really belives 
on Voodoo belief. She always believes that her fate is on the God. In voodoo belief, 
there are intermediaries between the human and the God which is called as the loas. 
Zarite really trusts her life to the loa’s protection and help. For zarite, Loa Erzulia is 
bellong to her and she always prays and praises for Loa Erzulie in her heart or in 
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voodoo service. Through this believe she finds the power to always persist, always 
has a encourangment, and an optimistic in  facing all the problem as a slave.  
The second conclusion is related to the influence of Voodoo belief toward 
Zarite’s survival in slavery. Through voodoo belief Zarite found the protector and 
helper, through voodoo belief she has the power to reduce her fear, and through its 
belief she find happiness and freedom.  
She believes that her life is protected by the loa. Through voodoo belief she 
also learns that voodoo will save her life and she does not have to be fear. This belief 
makes Zarite is more powerful and fearless. She also likes to join in voodoo services 
with other slaves in her society because through the drum and dance she experiences 
the pleasure and enjoyment that she does not get in her daily life as a slave.  She feels 
happy and free when she dances. Dancing also reduces her fear because in the 
dancing she feels that the Loa always in her side, accompany her and calm dawn her 
fear.  
Therefore it can be concluded that Zarite can face all the burden as a slave 
because she has voodoo belief. Through voodoo belief zarite believes that she has 
protector and helper. She learns from its believe that she doesnt need to be fear and 
worry about her fate. This believe give and arise  a certain power and encouragement 
to Zarite to survive and  face the problem as slave. All the powers, persistances, and 
optimistics that are derived from her belief make zarite survive in facing all the 
problem as a slave.  
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APPENDIX 
 
 The story of Island beneath the Sea takes the setting on Saint Domingue as 
and Louisiana when those belong to French colonization areas during the time of 
slavery in 1770-1810. it tells the story about the life of a slave, namely Zarite, a 
mullata who experiences oppression, harassment and fear  in her childhood, the novel 
reveals how she survive to live in the master’s oppression until finally she get her 
dream to be a free mullata. Her survival is much influenced by her faithfulness in 
voodoo, the slave religion in her society, that teach her to conquer her fear and to rely 
on the loa protection. From this religion, she learn there is always the protector who 
always help, look after and protect her life from all the danger including the white 
oppression and it arose her  hope, reduce her fear, empower and encourage herself to 
survive. Becoming the slave of lone master who cannot get the sexual pleasure from 
his wife, she experiences both mentally and physically abuse, especially sexual abuse. 
Not only working hard in the cane and house, bud she also have fulfill the master 
sexual need as her obligation. The condition becomes harder for her when she had 
pregnant and have a baby from the master for twice. To save his reputation and 
without consider Tete’s feeling, he separated the baby from Tete. Being apart from 
her baby and do not know anything about the baby made her frustrated and always 
worried about the baby. There was no day and night that she passed without worried 
about the baby. And in that condition what she could do is praying and hoping to the 
Loa, her protector to save and protect her baby, and it always reduced her fear. 
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Though living the brutality and cruelity of the colony, she trying to survive 
throughout this misery because she find the healer of the pain in her voodoo belief 
which from which she feel that she get protection and companion, enlight zarite 
power, optimism, reenergize her persistence to seize her dream of being a free. 
Tete meets with Gambo, an African slave that is kidnapped directly from 
African. For Tete, Gambo is her warrior, then they became a lover but they have to be 
apart because Gambo wants to escape and go to the jungle to join with the another 
African slave who want to fight against Slavery. Then, after a year letter Gambo and 
his group comes to the plantation fighting against the Frenchman. During the slave 
rebellion happen in Saint- Domingue there is no certain condition in that society. 
There is also defense by the French Army but the massive slave rebellion is very 
difficult to be solved. In the end, the rebellion from the African slaves in Saint- 
Domingue results with proclamation on the independence of Saint-Domingue than 
change the national name as Republic of Haiti in December 1803. 
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